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SOME WEBSITES
VISUAL EXAMPLES OF HOW
YOU ARE TRACKED. The New
York Times compiled a number of
examples showing maps and
movement of a number of
individuals. Scary! Go to
tinyurl.com/y7lry8rw.
How to Stop Apps From Tracking
Your Location. A NY Times article
giving practical advice on what you
can do. tinyurl.com/yd46elwy.
The Best Surge Protector. There
are a multitude of these. Choose
the ones which best fit your needs
and your pocketbook. tinyurl.com/
y8q4slw4.
How to Fix “Cannot Get Mail”
Error on iPhone and iPad. A long
article from OSX Daily on a
p a r t i c u l a r l y v e x i n g p ro b l e m .
tinyurl.com/yb9udv9q.
How to Enable Dark Menu Bar
and Dark Dock Only in Mojave.
Interesting idea, but am surprised
it got into the operating system.
tinyurl.com/ybxvwrmx. OSX Daily.
The 9 Best External Hard Drives
to Buy in 2018. tinyurl.com/
lwk6ozm.
JANUARY LOCATION We will
meet at East Whiteland Fire
Company, 205 Conestoga Road
in Malvern. It’s near Route 401.
Go to mlmug.org for maps.
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NON-PRIVACY FOCUS

MOJAVE AND iOS 12
Our main speaker will be Nick Iacona and his
presentation will be a walkthrough of macOS
10.14, Mojave, and iOS 12 walkthrough. It will
be an overview tour of Apple's current
o p e r a t i n g s y s t e m s s o f t w a re t h a t r u n
Macintosh computers and iOS devices;
covering key concepts and providing practical
pointers for Mac and iPhone/iPad/iPod.
Nick Iacona has worked in creative production for over 30 years; in
multimedia design and in film & video production, where the Macintosh
has been his preferred platform. He is also a computer coach for
individuals using Apple Mac computers and iDevices, providing
personalized support on general computer concepts and bestpractices. He holds degrees from the Rochester Institute of Technology,
and resides in the western Main Line area of Chester County, PA.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you are
a member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is humor
or not Apple-related (oﬀ-topic),
please include "Humor" or "OT" in
the subject line. The Groups.io
Terms of Service are at groups.io/
static/tos. Look for the section on
"Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or good
email etiquette may result in
removal from the list.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
•

Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.

• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
•

Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.

• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
•

Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

•

MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.

•

Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Bookmarks

Files is basically a retrofitted combo of the iCloud Drive app and
a not quite full-featured version of the mac OS Finder.

By Mark Bazrod

In the OnMy iPad and iCloud Locations (see above), Files creates
folders based upon the app, i.e., Keynote, Numbers, Pages, etc.
Documents Location has a few folders and I can't figure out the
rationale. Files and folders within Locations can be sorted by
name, date, size, or tag.

iOS Files App - Experience
and Overview

Each folder should have a Create New Document file, but my
folders all say Create Spreadsheet. I haven’t yet found how to
correct this.
The easiest way to access your files is to select and open the
Location of the File you want to open.
I have read that folders can be nested, but I haven't yet figured
out how to do it.
I now find it very useful to have all my documents saved to
iCloud so that I can see all of them on my iPad, regardless of the
device on which they were created. However, and it's a big
however, the multitude of folders, subfolders and the sub-sub
folders which you created on your Mac have now been merged
into folders by app, although I did see one subfolder. So the key
to finding a file is often knows the name - or the approximate
name - of the File you're seeking and do a search.
I have been using Files for about a year and initially, for the most
part, found it cumbersome and not very useful. I was not using
my iPad for creating documents, although I am now starting to
do that with my iPad Pro. I primarily used the iPad as a viewing
device for mail and the Internet and for projecting Keynote
presentations on a large screen.

The Files App Opening Window
Beginning with IOS 11, iPad and iPhone users got a new Files
app to manage and view their files from a single location. They
can manage the files not only on their iDevices, but also on
iCloud and other cloud services. Cloud services that do support
Files app integration include Google Drive, Box, Dropbox,
Microsoft OneDrive, Baidu, and Adobe Creative Cloud, with more
to come soon.

I tried learning Files by using it, but that did not work very well.
There are not that many explanatory articles and videos on Files.
I finally found about a dozen articles by googling not Files, but
apple “Files app”. As you can imagine googling just files
produces thousands of answers. I then spent three or four hours
learning Files and now feel relatively comfortable using it, but
there are several areas where I occasionally run into problems.
5
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What I have done, which may or may not be unusual, is to have
all my documents automatically saved in iCloud so I can see
them on any device. Documents saved in iCloud are
automatically included in Files. They are accessible on the iPad,
but any file with a cloud icon with down arrow through it has not
yet been downloaded to your iPad. I manually download them
when necessary by copying them from my iCloud Location to the
On My iPad Location. That's not a problem. 50 GB of Cloud
storage is very cheap, only $1 a month.

JANUARY 2019

Doing a long press on a folder brings a horizontal window which
enables you to copy, delete, put the folder in Favorites, tag, or
get info on a folder. (Doesn’t work in the Documents Location.)
Selecting the files you want to control by tapping on the Select
option at the top-right enables you to share, duplicate, move, or
delete, options highlighted in blue at the bottom. I found not all
the options were available when dealing with folders.
If you find yourself accessing a particular folder often within Files
app, you can make it quicker to access by adding it to your
Favorites list. Once an item is added to the Favorite list of iOS
Files app, it will be visible in the Favorites section of the app, or
the sidebar for iPad users when the Files app is in horizontal
mode.

The opening screen of Files is shown at the top. The key to
navigating Files is the left-hand Browse sideboard, particularly
the Location section. The On My iPad Location has files which
were either produced on or downloaded to the iPad. The iCloud
drive Location has files which were automatically saved from my
Mac or were originally saved to iCloud (a mistake and no longer
necessary). The Dropbox and Google Drive Location has files
saved on those services. The Documents Location has, I think,
the few files which were specifically saved to the Documents
Location.
What you're seeing is the icon view. You can easily switch to list
view by clicking on the three horizontal lines on the top right. You
can set up new folders by clicking on the folder icon on the top
left. You can also do a long-press on a blank space in the Files
app where you want the folder to appear, and tap on the “New
Folder” option which appears.

1.

Locate the folder you want to add to the Favorites list

2.

Tap and hold on the folder and choose “Favorite” when
the menu window appears on the screen

3.

Or tap and hold on the folder and drag it into the Files app
sidebar under the “Favorites” section,

Using tags in the new Files app may well help you locate
particular files more easily, and they work much the same as tags
do in macOS. As you'd expect, tapping a colored tag in the
Browse column shows you all the files you've assigned that
particular tag. To tag a file or folder, simply tap and hold it, and
then drag it onto a tag in the sidebar. But - you have to like using
tags.

At the bottom of the screen are two buttons to switch between
the default Browse view and a Recents view. The latter shows
the files you were last working on.

Conclusion
Now that I finally have a pretty good handle on Files, I find it
relatively easy to find my files on my iPad and since Wi-Fi access
is almost everywhere, it doesn't matter whether the files have
been downloaded to the iPad.

Clicking on the Edit button enables you to add additional cloud
storage services to Files.
And most importantly, but a bit weird, is that doing a long press
on a file brings a horizontal window which enables you to
rename, duplicate, copy, delete, move, share, tag, or get info on
a file.

If you are creating more than a modicum of files on the iPad, I
recommend you take the time to learn Files. I think you're find
Files a useful app.
6
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Farad Manjoo posted following article to nytimes.com on
November 28, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7g8p49s. © The New York
Times Company. He is the "State of the Art" columnist for The
Times and was a technology columnist for the Wall Street
Journal.
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revolutionary apps — that it was easy to get lost in the hype. It
was also easy to pick the wrong horse. There was no guarantee
that this or that novelty would last until next year.
So to get the most out of innovations and avoid betting on the
also-rans, my inaugural advice to readers was to follow these
steps: Buy hardware from Apple. Use online services made by
Google. And get digital media from Amazon.

How To Survive The Next Era Of Tech
(Slow Down And Be Mindful)

Now the time has come to amend and update that advice —
which is fitting, because this will be my final column in these
pages. (I’m not going far: I’ll be writing for The New York Times’s
Opinion section starting next year.)

In his final State of the Art column, Farhad Manjoo reflects on the
industry’s changes and presents a new guide for navigating the
future of technology.

The tech industry in 2018 is far more consequential than it was in
2014, when I started this job. It’s bigger, more pervasive and in
every way more dangerous. It is also less amenable to outside
pressure: The companies that run the show are more powerful
than ever, and in many cases governments — especially in the
United States — have proved ineﬀective at curbing their
excesses.
How should you, as an ethical and upstanding user of tech,
navigate this misbegotten industry? I oﬀer three new maxims for
surviving the next era of tech. I hope you heed them; the world
rides on your choices.

By Farhad Manjoo

Don’t just look at the product. Look at the business
model.

Nearly five years ago, in my very first State of the Art column, I
oﬀered a straightforward plan for how to survive what was
shaping up to be a turbulent time in the tech world.

Not long ago — in the nascent days of smartphones, mobile
apps and the mysterious “cloud” — wading into the market for
new tech was often risky. You might buy a phone or tablet whose
maker would quickly go belly-up. A lot of stuﬀ didn’t work well:
Backing up your data was a headache, keeping your photos
organized across diﬀerent devices was a nightmare. And even
technologies that did work left you plagued with guilt and worry.
Remember the curse of email spam, or how you had to pay
through the nose for texting?

At the time, technology felt thrilling and world-changing. You
could use a smartphone to call up a car as if you were some kind
of baller. You could video-chat with people anywhere in the
world, like “The Jetsons” — and maybe some of those people
would use the new tech to throw oﬀ the yoke of repression,
somehow. They were the days of miracle and wonder.
But tech also felt confusing. There were so many new things —
every year, new phones with so much more power, made by so
many new companies, all running so many new and purportedly

Something strange and unexpected has happened in the last five
7
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years: A lot of tech got pretty good. Slowly but surely, many of
our basic struggles were fixed. Nothing is perfect, but for most
people, the mobile era has brought simplicity to tech for the first
time.

running the show. When I started writing this column, Apple,
Google, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft were tech’s biggest
and most influential companies. Today, even with recent stockmarket troubles, the same five giants sit at the top of the world.

But ubiquitous quality has given rise to a new problem: If
everything just works, how are you supposed to choose what to
buy?

I’ve railed against this sort of concentration again and again —
the tech giants’ increasing domination ruins innovation,
undermines consumer choice and generally makes a lot of the
industry ungovernable. Lawmakers around the world are now
taking notice, and it’s possible that in the next five years, we’ll
see greater regulatory curbs to the behemoths’ size and scope.

My advice: Don’t just consider how well a product works, but
look at who’s making it and how it is sold. Before you dive into
any new doodad, consider a company’s ethics, morals, branding
and messaging. If you aren’t comfortable, look to alternatives.
(Last year, for instance, I switched to Lyft from Uber, and I’ve
never looked back.) Most important, when you’re choosing tech,
it’s wise to consider the business model — because it’s in the
buying and the selling of a product, rather than in the using, that
you can best figure out its dangers.

But you don’t have to wait for politicians to weigh in. Your
choices as a consumer matter, too — and for a better, healthier
tech industry, it’s best to avoid mindlessly feeding the giants
whenever you can. If you have a choice between something
made by one of the Big Five and some indie brand, choose the
indie.

For instance: Even though Google’s Pixel line of phones is very
good — a far more aﬀordable option with some features that
iPhone users might kill for — I stick with Apple’s phones because
I appreciate the simplicity of the trade. I pay Apple a huge sum of
money for the device, and it takes extraordinary care in
protecting me from some of the worst digital scourges.

Here’s one example: Even though I like Apple’s hardware and
appreciate its business model, I’ve stayed away from Apple
Music, its subscription streaming service. For me, Spotify is
superior in just about every way. Its app works better (its music
recommendation algorithm is eerily good), it releases innovative
features at a faster clip, and its songs play on more types of
devices.

I don’t doubt Google’s capacity to make great devices. But
because Google makes most of its money from ads, and
because the internet ad business lies at the heart of just about
every terrible thing online, I’d rather not fall deeper into that
swamp.

Best of all, Spotify is an independent company. So when I pay for
it, I am, in a small way, spreading the wealth in the industry.
There are some downsides to this. Apple has shamelessly given
its own service priority on its devices — so Siri, for example, will
play music from Apple’s service but not from Spotify. But it’s
precisely this sort of mischief that I’m hoping to dissuade by
putting my money elsewhere.

Similarly, I found Facebook’s new video-chatting machine, Portal,
to be very good, but I’ll never buy it. Besides Facebook’s
dependence on targeted ads, the company has repeatedly
breached its users’ trust, not to mention the casual disregard it
has shown for larger ideas like democracy. Portal is nice, but it’s
not that nice.

There are lots of other examples for looking beyond the big guys.
You can use Dropbox instead of storing all your stuﬀ with Apple
and Google. Rather than Microsoft Word or Google Docs, I write
in Ulysses, a lightweight composing app that is faster and more
elegant than any big-tech competitor. Whatever tech you’re in

Avoid feeding the giants.
One thing that hasn’t changed in the last five years is who’s
8
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the market for, there’s most likely some innovative thing made by
a non-giant that deserves consideration, if not your money.

Adopt late. Slow down.
One reason the tech industry feels as terrible as it now does is
that many of us failed to appreciate the collective power of our
choices. Ten years ago, smartphones looked like fun gadgets
and social media seemed like a harmless pastime — and few
saw the implications for society in their ubiquity, not least the
people running the companies and making this stuﬀ.
The lesson of the last decade is that our private tech choices can
alter economies and societies. They matter. And they matter
most in the mindless rush, when everyone seems to be jumping
on board the latest new thing, because it’s in these heady
moments that we lose sight of the precise risks of turning
ourselves over to tech.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2019 MEETINGS

That’s why the most important lesson I’ve gleaned in writing this
column is this: Just slow down. Don’t jump on the newest thing.
If it isn’t plagued with bugs or security nightmares, some other
unexpected, emergent risk probably lies within it — and whatever
its short-term benefits, you may live to regret it.

January 12
February 9
March 9
April 13
May 11

Yes, tech could make everything better. But we should be on
guard for the ways it could make things worse — how selfdriving cars could induce sprawl, how the “internet of things”
could provoke apocalypse, how social media could ruin
democracy.

June 9
July
August
September 14
October 12
November 9
December 8

Are these unlikely dangers? Maybe. But we live in unpredictable
times. The unlikely happens. Be careful. Go slow.
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Nick Iacona - Mojave & iOS 12
Walkthrough
Jeff Porten - TBA
Mark Bazrod - TBA
Dave Hamilton - TBA
Dave Comeau - 3D Projectors & New
Technology
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
Jeff Gorman - TBA
TBA
Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus - TBA
Pot Luck Brunch, Members’ Show & Tell,
& Election of Officers
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daily or weekly. The website is aeon.com. Similar apps are Bored
Panda, Laughing Squid, and Visual Capitalist. Their websites are
their names. Bob puts them in a folder to look at when he is free.
His method is FISH, i.e., First in, still here.
The Stocks app, which runs on both Mac and iDevices, is very
useful and provides all sorts of information as you explore it.
FractRoam is another interesting app. It’s basically eye candy,
showing the Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets. The Display Go
app enables you to build moving banners on your text messages.
The GoodRx app indicates prescription drug prices (without
insurance). Bob often looks at it when he sees drugs on TV.
Some of the prices are truly astronomical. It also shows
interactions with other drugs and prices at various outlets near
you. Lastly, Bob recommends you get the AppAdvice app to see
3-5 free apps every day.

December 10, 2018 Meeting Minutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at
about 9:15 AM at the Ludington Library in Bryn Mawr. There were
about 35 attendees.
We signed three cards for Bob LeVitus, Yukio Tezuka (McMobile),
and Rich Goldberg whose company (BeeNet) hosts our Internet
site without charge.
Elliott Cobin, our Treasurer, reported that we had about $4500 in
our bank accounts.
The elections were conducted by Linda McNeil and the current
MLMUG oﬃcers were unanimously re-elected.
The January meeting will be held at the East Whiteland Fire
Company in Malvern near 202. We wanted to try to make
attendance somewhat easier for members in the more western
suburbs. Bob Barton later showed pictures and maps. Directions
and a map will be on the MLMUG website. Nick Iacona will be
the January presenter on Mojave and iOS 12.
Michael Barton gave a presentation on the Tresanti adjustable
height desk. She assembled it herself. The desk can be
electronically raised and lowered. There are four preset heights.
The price at Costco is about $300.
Maria Arguello demonstrated how to attach balloons, fireworks,
confetti, and other eﬀects to a text message. Also, if you scroll
on the iPhone or iPad keyboard, you can use the keyboard as a
cursor.
Mark Wassermann informed us about the Wayback Machine
(WBM). He typed in Mac user group and saw a grid of screen
shots the WBM has taken over the years. Anything that is
entered in the Internet might well be there forever. Archive.is is
similar. Bob Barton.mentioned that if you can’t find a website and
get a 404 error, you might try the WBM.
Bob Barton gave us a number of iPad tips. For interesting email
items, you might sign up with Aeon which will send you 3 items

Q and A Panel - Adam Rice, Bob Barton, & Nick Iacona.
Linda McNeil said she was getting some strange messages when
she was logging in with various devices. Nick surmised that
Google, Apple, etc., were concerned about security, particularly if
you haven’t used the device for some time.
Larry Campbell asked if anybody has tried having multiple people
use Group FaceTime. No one has. Maybe we can do a test in
January when Nick speaks on iOS 12.
Ken Kistler asked what power adapters do. They sense what
power is being generated and step it down to what is needed.
Hardware with the MFI logo is a device which meets Apple’s
standards. New Macs have USB-C ports. You can daisy chain
MacBooks.
Mark Bazrod recommended USB 3.0 powered hubs. They are
much faster than USB 2.O hubs and can handle multiple external
hard drives.
Power strips are sacrificial units. There are two kinds. Plain and
surge protectors. The latter are more expensive, but provide
more protection. Linda indicated she had excellent experience
10
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with PowerMax surge protectors. The vendor guarantee up to $1
million if equipment is damaged.
Nick reported he has been using Mojave; no problems and is
great. Bob added that he likes High Sierra. He has a 2010 iMac
Pro and can’t upgrade to Mojave.
The meeting ended with the raﬄe and we adjourned around
noon.
P.S. The Board met during an intermission and voted to amend
the Bylaws to change the requirement for at least one physical
Board meeting a year to permit the meeting by email.

JANUARY 2019

SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS
February 9 - Jeff Porten - An author of several Take Control
eBooks.
March 9 - Mark Bazrod - Long time MLMUG member,
presenter, and Newsletter Editor.
April 13 - Dave Hamilton - Co-founder of The Mac Observer
and publisher and co-host of the Mac Geek Gab
Podcast
May 11 - Dave Comeau - Long time MLMUG member and
entrepreneur.
June 9- Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29, East Whiteland
September 14 - .Jeff Gorman - Apple Specialist , PMUG
member; and owner of Creative Computing in New
Hope, NJ.
November 9 - Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert on
Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten more than 80 popular computer books. Known
for his trademark humorous style and unerring ability to
translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice for
regular folks.
December 14 - Pot Luck Buffet, Member's Show and Tell,
and Election of Officers for 2020 An opportunity to
enjoy friends, andgood food, A "Show and Tell” session
called will allow members 5, 10, or 15 minutes to
present a topic.

11
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Dan Price posted the following article to makeuseof.com on
October 12, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7hkmuwr. © Makeuseof.com. He
is a Senior Writer for MakeUseOf and has been the Social Editor,
Creative Editor, and Finance Editor. He previously was a Financial
Consultant.

Sometimes we just want to protect our privacy from simple
tracking, cookies, or Web requests. These 10 extensions for
Firefox are just that – simple tools that can help with keeping
your privacy private.

10 Types Of Data Your Browser Is
Collecting About You Right Now

Your browser knows about your connection to the web. That
information includes your IP address and browser speed.

2. Connection Information

3. Geolocation

By Dan Price
One of the most significant ways you leak private data while
using the internet is through your browser. No VPN can help you;
this is largely unconnected to the service they provide.
But what information precisely is being logged? Here are 10
types of data that your browser is (probably) collecting about
you.

A website can accurately estimate your location, even if you’ve
not given it access to your GPS coordinates. Instead, it can use
the Google GeoLocation API. Even if you’re accessing the web
from a browser on a mobile device, it will be accurate to within
30 miles.

1. Hardware and Software
Your browser collects data about your hardware and software.
In terms of software, your browser knows your operating system,
IP address, browser, and browser plugins. From a hardware
standpoint, your browser collects information about your CPU,
GPU, and battery.

To stop your browser from leaking your location data, you can
use a web proxy to access sites. There are lots of free options
available.
To stop browsers from using services like Google GeoLocation,
you’ll need to disable JavaScript. Again, apps like NoScript can
do it for you automatically.

To restrict the amount of hardware and software data that your
browser leaks, use a privacy-focused plugin like NoScript.
10 Simple Firefox Extensions to Protect Your Privacy
12
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This data is collected in your browser. It knows whether your
device has a gyroscope, a compass, which orientation it is
currently in, and a few other technical details.

4. Browsing History
The most well-known data your browser collects about you is
your browsing history.
Of course, you can delete your browsing data. But even then, it
might not be truly gone for good. For example, in mid-2018, it
emerged that Google maintains records about the way you used
Chrome in relation to the deleted data, even if the specifics of the
data have been wiped.

Your browser can even predict where your device physically is
right now, such as on a table, in a bag, or in a pocket.

We’ve explained how to delete your browsing data on Edge,
Chrome, and Safari. You can also delete cookies on all the major
browsers.

The app can correlate that information which other data points
so advertisers know where and how to target you for the
maximum impact.

7. Social Media Logins
Your browser collects information about which social networks
you are logged into while browsing the web.

How to Delete Browsing Data and History in Edge

8. Fonts and Language

5. Mouse Movements

Your browser knows which fonts are installed on your machine,
and which language you are using on your operating system.

9. Image Data
Whenever you upload an image using your browser, it will scan
the file’s metadata to learn about you.

Your browser can even reveal your mouse movements and clicks
to websites. To see it action, have a play around with
ClickClickClick’s free tool.

The metadata can include information such as location, image
resolution, technical specs of the file, and even the camera
model that you used to take a photograph.

6. Your Device’s Orientation
These days, lots of smartphones come with built-in gyroscopes.
They’re used in fitness tracking apps and similar movementbased services.

10. Technical Information
In addition to the points we’ve discussed above, your browser
also collects massive amounts of technical data about the way
13
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Panopticlick is a tool from the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF). It scans your browser and establishes whether you’re at
risk from “non-consensual web tracking”.

The data includes your user agent, touchscreen support, whether
the Do Not Track (DNT) header is enabled, your screen size, and
more.

5 Ways to Check Who Is Tracking You Online

Checking What Data Your Browser Is Collecting

It can send your data to a real tracking company to test whether
your privacy software’s whitelists are letting certain organizations
bypass your setup without your knowledge.

With so much of your data potentially at risk, it’s wise to do an
audit every now and again. It lets you stay on top of what’s
leaking and take remedies to fix it.

However, this web app really shines thanks to its fingerprinting
tool. It aims to show you how unique your current browser’s
fingerprint is.

There are two web-based tools worth checking out. Both are
free.

As you can see from the picture above, my browser was unique
among the 2.2 million that the tool had tested in the previous 45
days.

1. Webkay
Webkay is a test site. It scans your current browser to find what
information it knows about you that could be shared with other
sites.

If you try this tool out, you can see the full results by clicking on
Show full results for fingerprinting.

For each category, you will see the result along with some
recommendations about how to fix the issue.

Browser Extensions Also Collect Data
Let’s not forget that there are many browser extensions and addons that collect information about you.

2. Panopticlick

One of the most notorious examples is the Chrome Web Store. In
June 2018, Adguard co-founder Andrey Meshkov discovered
that dozens of the store’s most popular extensions are tracking
users.
The extensions start to scrape data as soon as you launch your
browser. They target Facebook posts, sponsored posts, tweets,
YouTube videos, and ads that you have interacted with. In his
accompanying blog post, Meshkov said the extensions even try
to parse your Facebook purchase history.
The four extensions flagged by Adguard were:
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Video Downloader For Facebook (180,000 users)

•

PDF Merge: PDF Files Merger (100,000 users)

•

Album & Photo Manager For Facebook (130,000 users)
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Pixcam: Webcam Eﬀects (35,000 users)
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extension creates a real-time graph of all the tracking cookies
being deposited on your browser as you move around the Web.

That’s almost 500,000 aﬀected people!

The add-on can diﬀerentiate between behavioral tracking
(cookies that record links you click on, what content you view,
searches you make on a site, etc.) and other potential tracking
cookies. Collusion's graph also makes it easy to see which sites
are using the same behavioral tracking advertisers. Collusion was
originally developed as an independent project by Mozilla
engineer Atul Varma. Mozilla is now developing the add-on with
the support of the Ford Foundation.

Of course, if these four common extensions are collecting your
data, you can be confident that thousands of lesser-known
extensions are doing exactly that same thing.
As always, the advice remains the same. Do your due diligence,
don’t install more extensions than you need, and don’t download
extensions from companies you don’t trust.

Obscure Your Web Fingerprint With These Tips

Getting started

Even though your browser will not collect or distribute any
personally identifying information, it is still possible for
companies to infer much about your identity, thanks to your
browser fingerprint.

After you've installed Collusion from Mozilla's Firefox add-ons
gallery you have to enable it by clicking on Tools>Addons>Extensions and then click "Enable" next to Collusion. After
that you should see a small red circle on the bottom right of your
browser. Now, just start browsing the Web as you normally
would. To see the tracking graph build up, click on the Collusion
icon in the bottom right of your screen. This will open a separate
browser tab with your Collusion graph.

You should take as many steps as possible to obscure your
fingerprint. That includes using a private browser and running the
best security extensions.
4 Anonymous Web Browsers That Are Completely Private

Ian Paul posted the following article to pcworld.com on February
29, 2012 tinyurl.com/y8md4xwz. © IDG Communications, Inc.
He is an independent writer based in Israel, primarily covering
Windows and other computer subjects.

Firefox Add-On Collusion Shows Who's
Tracking You Online
By Ian Paul
If you're concerned about advertisers
tracking you across the Web, Mozilla can
now help you see exactly who's following
you online with a new experimental Firefox
add-on called Collusion. The browser

Collusion graph after visiting the Android Market, ESPN, IMDb,
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and Yahoo.
The glowing circles represent sites you have visited and each line
growing out of that circle is attached to a cookie the site or its
15
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advertisers have placed on your browser. Red circles are
behavioral tracking cookies, and gray circles represent nonbehavorial tracking cookies. But, Mozilla says, those gray sites
may still be tracking you across the Web. In my tests, the gray
circles tended to be cookies from social networking sites such as
Facebook, MSN, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Twitter. A visit to IMDb,
however, deposited a non-behavorial tracking cookie from
Amazon on my browser.
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able to eﬀectively track you across the sites you visit building up
valuable data for market research.
Mozilla says that all tracking data Collusion collects is stored
locally on your computer and never leaves your possession. You
can reset the graph at any time to delete Collusion's database.
The add-on also features an export function, but in my tests this
feature wasn't functioning properly.
Collusion can only show you who's tracking you right now, but
future plans for the add-on include the ability to turn oﬀ tracking
cookies when you don't want to be followed as you browse the
Web.
Editor Note - The name of the add-on is now Lightbeam.

Tracking cookies connected to The Wall Street Journal.
After you've visited about four or five sites, the graph tends to
get really confusing and it's hard to tell which advertisers are
connected with which sites. To cut down on the confusion just
hover over any of the sites you've visited and Collusion will
highlight only the cookies connected with that site.
You can also do the same for advertisers. If you wanted to see
how many of the sites you visit rely on Google's DoubleClick for
advertising, you could just hover over the DoubleClick circle. In
my case, this shows me that almost all of the sites I previously
visited during my short test relied on DoubleClick's cookie. This
is helpful information to know since, as Mozilla points out, when
the same sites rely on the same tracking cookies, advertisers are
16
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Jonny Evans posted the following article to applemust.com on
September 8 2018. tinyurl.com/o2mkdh7. © Apple Must. Inc. He
is an independent journalist/blogger who began writing about
Apple in 1999. He's the Editor in Chief of AppleMust and also
writes for others in the US, UK and Europe.
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aware this is taking place.
The only reason we know about this collection of data-stealing
apps is because security researcher, Patrick Wardle told us.
Sudo Security Group’s GuardianApp claims another set of dodgy
privacy eroding iOS apps, while Malwarebytes has yet another
list of bad actors.

How To Stop Mac And iOS Apps Stealing
Your Data

Don’t buy Adware Doctor
Adware Doctor is just one of the apps doing this – and has a long
history of attempting to subvert user privacy. The developer used
fake names, created fake reviews and more in its attempt to steal
your information, including browser history.

By Jonny Evans·

On installation, the app would scoop up your browser history,
create a zip file containing the data, and attempt to upload it to
rogue servers. You’ll find more information on Wardle’s website
and at ThreatPost.
The problem may go deeper than just one app. Sudo Security
Group’s GuardianApp claims that several apps have been used
to, “Covertly collect precise location histories from tens of
millions of mobile devices, using packaged code provided by
data monetization firms.” These are apps distributed on the App
Store.

Be careful what you install an app for
Popular Mac App Store apps have been secretly gathering
sensitive user data and uploading it to servers in China and
elsewhere, building vast troves of data in places that may not
provide the same level of protection as we expect. This is a Very
Bad Thing.

That means they are making money out of your data, but not
telling you they are doing so — this will be in clear contravention
of Apple’s privacy policy as of a recent change.
Here’s the complete list of apps that have been abusing our trust
in this way. If you have one of the apps on this list installed on
your Mac, I recommend you uninstall it using instructions
provided later in this report.

What are they doing with this data?
We don’t know what is happening with this data once it is
collected. It’s conceivable that this information could be analysed
alongside other collections of data to provide insights into a
person’s identity, online activity, or even political beliefs.
Cambridge Analytica and other dodgy behavioural modification
companies taught us this.

The bad actors
As well as Adware Doctor, Sudo Security warns that the following
apps have been known to be gathering data to provide to data
monetization firms, making money out of you, but not telling you
they are doing so.

The fact is we don’t know what is happening to the data that is
being exfiltrated in this way. And in most cases we are not even
17
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Classifieds 2.0 Marketplace
Code Scanner by ScanLife
Askfm
GasBuddy
MyRadar NOAA Weather Radar
C25K 5K Trainer
Coupon Sherpa
com
Mobiletag
Movo
My Aurora Forecast
NOAA Weather Radar
Perfect365
Photobucket
QuakeFeed
Roadtrippers
Scoutlook Huntin
SnipSnap Coupon App
Tapatalk
The Coupons App
Tunity
Weather Live
YouMail

browser history) will be impossible in macOS Mojave when it
ships.

PayByPhone Parking (it’s an app that’s widely used in cities like
London) is also listed as using location tracking code from a
company called AreaMetrics, but users are not informed.

What can I do to protect against this kind of stuﬀ?

In another recent move, Apple changed its privacy policy to force
developers to take responsibility for any customer data they
collect, which means the company is most certainly watching for
nonsense like this in future – apps and developers will be
banned, I suspect. Any based in nations with strong privacy
protection will likely spend time in court. Apple is clearly calling
time on such behaviour.
All the same, you must be very careful which apps you
download, and should take time to review the privacy and
system permissions you give apps installed on your iOS and
macOS devices regularly. Delete apps you don’t use, and revoke
permissions for those you use infrequently until you need to use
them.
Another handy tip? Use Private Browsing mode wherever
possible, as this leaves no data on your device for rogue apps
like Adware Doctor to steal.
Finally, when installing an app ask yourself why it might need
some of the data it asks for (if it is polite enough to ask). Does
the app need your location data? If you don’t trust the app, don’t
approve it and delete it. You’ll probably find a more trustworthy
solution if you look.
Review permissions given to apps
Delete apps you do not use
Revoke permissions for apps you use very little
Use Private Browsing mode in your browser
Don’t allow Location Services on apps that don’t provide a clear
privacy policy
Use a very generic name for your Wi-Fi router (eg. Home WiFi)
Go to Settings > Privacy > Advertising and turn on Limit Ad
Tracking in order to make uniquely identification of your iOS
device more diﬃcult for location trackers.

In addition to these apps, Malwarebytes warns of the following:
RAR support, exfiltrates browsing histories
Dr Antivirus
Dr. Cleaner

Should you panic?
Apple allegedly took a few weeks to act on complaints
concerning Adware Doctor. However, it may be reassuring to
note that some of the things the app did (such as stealing
18
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Turn oﬀ Bluetooth functionality when it is not in use.
Install and regularly run Malwarebytes for Mac or Malwarebytes
for iOS to protect against malware.
If you download an app that you later find is abusing your trust,
you can report the app to Apple: https://
reportaproblem.apple.com

AppCleaner, AppDelete or CleanApp. (I’ve used AppCleaner for
years and find it does an eﬀective job getting rid of app-related
cruft, so try that one I reckon).

What else should Apple do?

I hope this is of some help.

When you’ve used this, check the component note you made
earlier and ensure all the components are evicted – but do take
care not to remove essential system components.

Apple clearly hasn’t acted swiftly enough in the case of AdWare
Doctor. It needs to expedite action in response to such security
complaints. Another problem is that the rogue app was one of
the most popular paid apps on the Mac App Store. With this in
mind I’d urge Apple to improve its security checking policy to
deeply examine any app that makes it into the top 100 list, over
and above existing procedure. It seems clear that whoever was
behind Adware Doctor was making a concerted eﬀort to push it
up the best-selling list, most likely to maximize the data it stole.
Apple’s security teams must now examine any high-profile app
for similar behaviour.

How do I delete these apps?
On iOS, tap and hold the app icon lightly until all the app icons
begin to wriggle, then tap the app to delete it. Alternatively, tap
General>Storage> Select the app and then tap Delete App.
On Mac:In most cases deleting an app only needs you to drop
the application icon into the Trash and empty the trash – but
some apps (particularly bad actors) make it their business to
save elements of themselves all over your system. Getting rid of
them is much harder than most people need – but a good guide
to doing so is here.

Otherwise try this simple approach:
When you first install an app, take a note of what it has installed
and where using the free Find Any File app (instructions provided
on this page). This will make it easier to track down the apps
components later.
When deleting an app, use a utility such as Uninstaller,
19
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Jordan Baranowski posted the following article to lifewire.com on
November 15, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9au9ypd. © About.com. He is a
freelance technology writer and a member of the "Apple Core"
leadership team, a program to help integrate technology into
classrooms.
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2. Put in a request with Apple for a copy of your data. Once
you've read through the Privacy Policy, sign into your Apple
ID account page to put in a data request.
Note: You can put in the data request from any source:
Windows PC, Mac, iPhone, or iPad. The process should
be the same no matter how you access it. Just have your
Apple ID and password ready.

How To Download Your Private Apple
Data
Discover everything Apple knows about you

1.

Once you've logged into your account, scroll down
to the section entitled Manage your Data and
Privacy.

2.

After that, select Get Started.

3.

Select Get a Copy of your Data. If you don't see
that option, it means it's not available in your
region.
Tip: If you don't see the option to Get a Copy of
your Data, you'll have to submit a request that
Apple will review. If you find yourself in that
situation, you can navigate to Apple's Privacy
Inquiries page. There, you'll need to put in your
region and the other information related to your
Apple ID. It may take a few weeks for Apple to
review your request, after which they'll notify you
of their decision.

By Jordan Baranowski
Updated Like many big tech companies, Apple keeps data on
their users. If you've ever set up an Apple ID or downloaded
something from iTunes or the App Store, Apple has some
information on you. If you're ever curious about everything Apple
knows about you, it's actually fairly simple to check it out. Here's
how to see and download your Apple data:

3. Whether you select the option to Get a Copy of Your Data
or you submitted a manual request based on your region,
you'll need to take a few additional steps to verify your
Apple ID.

Important: Keep in mind that each Apple ID is unique, and the
data you request will only be associated with devices and apps
you have accessed through that specific account.

1.

1. Read Apple's Privacy Policy and the types of data they
keep. You should go to Apple's Privacy Policy website, as
it's actually worth reading (and won't take forever to go
through). It's a good idea to know what type of data the
company is going to store and how you can access it, and
this website is a good place to start.

2.

3.
20

After you've verified it, Apple will set about
organizing your data.
Once that process is complete, they'll post the files
containing your data on your Apple ID account
page.
You have fourteen days to access or download it;
afterward, it will be removed from the site. If you
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don't get to it within those fourteen days, you'll
have to request it again.
Once you've downloaded your private data, you'll
be able to see all the information that Apple can
see. You may notice some of the information is
masked. Any data not presented in clear
information to you is masked to protect the privacy
of other users.
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routes all of your PC or smartphone’s network traﬃc through an
encrypted tunnel and out the other side, making it seem to the
world that you’re actually in whatever location the VPN server is
located. This can help you bypass geographic restrictions, avoid
censors, or keep you (relatively) anonymous online.
The problem is that there are scores of diﬀerent VPN providers
out there, and a ton of diﬀerent reasons to use one — so which
one do you choose?

Enjoy viewing your Apple data.

Don’t Feel Like Reading Everything? Here’s the Too
Long; Don’t Read Version
This article has a lot of information, and you probably just want to
install a VPN so you can try to watch your favorite TV show or
movie on a streaming service on the other side of the world that’s
unfairly been geographically restricted, or you’re looking for
something that can protect you while you’re torrenting.

Jason Fitzpatrick posted the following article to howtogeek.com
on June 1, 2018. tinyurl.com/lxhpv3e. © IDG Consumer & SMB.
A former college instructor and Weekend Editor at Lifehacker, he
is How-To Geek’s trivia expert and the editor of Review Geek.

How To Choose The Best VPN Service
For Your Needs

So here are our top choices and why we picked them:
•

ExpressVPN is our top choice if you’re looking for simple,
easy-to-use clients for every Windows, Mac, Android,
iPhone, or Linux, blazing fast speeds that can handle
torrenting or bypassing geographic restrictions, and just a
generally pleasant experience. They have a 30 day moneyback guarantee as well.

•

StrongVPN is a great choice if you’re looking for blazing
fast speeds, and a VPN that can handle torrenting and
bypassing geographic restrictions. The clients are a little
outdated in comparison, but since it’s a lesser known
service it sometimes is less likely to be blocked. They have
a 30-day money-back guarantee.

•

Tunnelbear is a solid choice if you’re looking for a quick
VPN connection to use at the coﬀee shop — they have a
limited free trial tier and cheap prices, and while they aren’t
quite as powerful or fast, they have a really nice service.

By Jason Fitzpatrick

If you’re looking for the best VPN for torrenting, privacy,
bypassing censorship, staying anonymous online, getting around
geographic restrictions, or just location shifting, you’ve got a lot
of confusing choices. Keep reading as we help you pick the right
VPN for you.
VPNs, or Virtual Private Networks, are a quick and easy solution
to making your computer appear to be coming from a diﬀerent
location. They accomplish this by creating a virtual network that
21
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appear to come from New York City. This is useful for certain
sites that block content based on your location (like Netflix). It
also allows some people (we’re looking at you, Australians) have
to deal with insanely high import taxes on software that see them
paying twice (or more) what US consumers pay for the same
products.
On a more serious note, an unfortunately large number of people
live in countries with high levels of overt censorship and
monitoring (like China) and countries with more covert monitoring
(like the US); one of the best ways to get around censorship and
monitoring is to use a secure tunnel to appear as if you’re from
somewhere else altogether.

Again, if you’re looking for a VPN to bypass restrictions, try out
one of the services above. They’ve all got cheap prices and a 30
day money-back guarantee, so you’ve got nothing to lose.

What Is Virtual Private Networking, and Why Do
People Use It?

In addition to hiding your online activity from a snooping
government it’s also useful for hiding your activity from a
snooping Internet Service Provider (ISP). If your ISP likes to
throttle your connection based on content (tanking your file
downloads and/or streaming video speeds in the process) a VPN
completely eliminates that problem as all your traﬃc is traveling
to a single point through the encrypted tunnel and your ISP
remains ignorant of what kind of traﬃc it is.

Through the use of software (and sometimes, at the corporate
and governmental level, hardware) a VPN creates a virtualized
network between two physically separate networks.
VPN use, for example, allows an IBM employee to work from
home in a Chicago suburb while accessing the company intranet
located in a building in New York City, as if he was right there
on the New York oﬃce’s network. The same technology can be
used by consumers to bridge their phones and laptops to their
home network so, while on the road, they can securely access
files from their home computers.

In short, a VPN is useful anytime you want to either hide your
traﬃc from people on your local network (like that free coﬀee
shop Wi-Fi), your ISP, or your government, and it’s also incredibly
useful to trick services into thinking you’re right next door when
you’re an ocean away.

RELATED: What Is a VPN, and Why Would I Need One?

Assessing Your VPN Needs

VPNs have other uses cases, though. Because they encrypt your
connection, VPNs allow users to prevent others from seeing the
data they’re transferring. This keeps data secure, particularly on
public Wi-Fi networks in places like coﬀee shops and airports,
ensuring no one can snoop your traﬃc and steal your passwords
or credit card numbers.

Every user is going to have slightly diﬀerent VPN needs, and the
best way to pick the ideal VPN service is to take careful stock of
what your needs are before you go shopping. You may even find
you don’t need to go shopping because home-grown or routerbased solutions you already have are a perfect fit. Let’s run
through a series of questions you should ask yourself and
highlight how diﬀerent VPN features meet the needs highlighted
by those questions.

Since VPNs route your traﬃc through another network, you can
also make it appear as if it’s coming from another location. That
means if you’re in Sydney, Australia, you can make your traﬃc
22
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To be clear, many of the following questions can be satisfied on
multiple levels by a single provider, but the questions are framed
to get you thinking about what is most important for your
personal use.
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The router could be running outdated and compromised
firmware. The router could actually be malicious and actively
sniﬃng packets and logging your data. The router could be
improperly configured and other users on the network could be
sniﬃng your data or probing your laptop or mobile device. You
never have any guarantee whatsoever that an unknown Wi-Fi
hotspot isn’t, either through malice or poor configuration,
exposing your data. (A password doesn’t indicate a network is
secure, either–even if you have to enter a password, you could
be subject to any of these problems.)

Do You Need Secure Access to Your Home
Network?
If the only use case you care about is securely accessing your
home network to, then you absolutely do not need to invest in a
VPN service provider. This isn’t even a case of the tool being
overkill for the job; it’s a case of the tool being wrong for the job.
A remote VPN service provider gives you secure access to a
remote network (like an exit node in Amsterdam), not access to
your own network.

In such scenarios, you don’t need a beastly VPN provider with
massive bandwidth to secure your email, Facebook, and web
browsing activities. In fact, the same home VPN server model we
highlighted in the previous section will serve you just as well as a
paid solutions. The only time you might consider a paid solution
is if you have high-bandwidth needs that your home connection
can’t keep up with (like watching large volumes of streaming
video through your VPN connection).

To access your own home network, you want a VPN server
running on either your home router or an attached device (like a
Raspberry Pi or even an always-on desktop computer). Ideally,
you’ll run the VPN server at the router level for best security and
minimal power consumption. To that end, we recommend either
flashing your router to DD-WRT (which supports both VPN server
and client mode) or purchasing a router that has a built in VPN
server (like the previously reviewed Netgear Nighthawk and
Nighthawk X6 routers).
If this is the solution you need (or even if you just want to run it in
parallel with remote solutions for other tasks), definitely check
out our article How to Set Up Your Own Home VPN Server for
additional information.

Do You Need Secure Casual Browsing?

Do You Need to Geo-Shift Your Location?

Even if you aren’t particularly security or privacy conscious,
everyone should have a VPN if they regularly use public Wi-Fi
networks. When you use Wi-Fi at the coﬀee shop, the airport, or
the hotel you’re staying at while traveling cross-country, you
have zero idea whether or not the connection you’re using is
secure.

If your goal is to appear as if you’re in another country so you
can access content only available in that are (e.g. BBC Olympic
coverage when you’re not in the UK) then you’ll need a VPN
service with servers located in the geographic region you wish to
exit the virtualized network in.
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Need UK access for that Olympic coverage your crave? Make
sure your provider has UK servers. Need a US IP address so you
can watch YouTube videos in peace? Pick a provider with a long
list of US exit nodes. Even the greatest VPN provider around is
useless if you can’t access an IP address in the geographic
region you need.
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such data logging requirements for US-based VPN providers.
They might be compelled under another set of laws to turn over
data if they have any to turn over, but there is no requirement
they even keep the data in the first place.
In addition to logging concerns, an even bigger concern is the
type of VPN protocol and encryption they use (as it’s much more
probable a malicious third party will try and siphon up your traﬃc
and analyze it later than they will reverse engineer your traﬃc in
an attempt to locate you). Considering logging, protocol, and
encryption standards is a great point to transition into the next
section of our guide where we shift from questions focused on
our needs to questions focused on capabilities of the VPN
providers.

Selecting Your VPN Provider
What makes for a VPN provider? Aside from the most obvious
matter, a good price point that sits well with your budget, other
elements of VPN selection can be a bit opaque. Let’s look at
some of the elements you’ll want to consider.

Do You Need Anonymity and Plausible Deniability?
If your needs are more serious than watching Netflix or keeping
some war kiddie at the coﬀee shop from snooping on your social
media activity, a VPN may not be for you. Many VPNs promise
anonymity, but few can actually provide it–and you’re still trusting
the VPN provider with access to your traﬃc, which isn’t ideal. For
that, you likely want something more like Tor, which–while not
perfect–is a better anonymity solution than VPNs.

It’s up to you to answer these questions by reading over the
documentation provided by the VPN service provider before
signing up for the service. Better yet, read over their
documentation and then search for complaints about the service
to ensure that even though they claim they don’t do X, Y, or Z,
that users aren’t reporting that they are in fact doing just that.

Many users do, however, rely on VPNs to create some plausible
deniability when doing things like file sharing on BitTorrent. By
making their traﬃc appear as if it’s coming from a diﬀerent IP
address, they can put one more brick on the wall obscuring them
from others in the swarm. Again, it isn’t perfect, but it is helpful.

What Protocols Do They Support?
Not all VPN protocols are equal (not by a long shot). Hands
down, the protocol you want to run in order to achieve high levels
of security with low processing overhead is OpenVPN.

If that sounds like you, you want a VPN provider that doesn’t
keep logs and has a very large user base. The bigger the service,
the more people poring through every exit node and the more
diﬃcult it is to isolate a single user from the crowd.

RELATED: Which is the Best VPN Protocol? PPTP vs. OpenVPN
vs. L2TP/IPsec vs. SSTP
You want to skip PPTP if at all possible. It’s a very dated protocol
that uses weak encryption and due to security issues should be
considered compromised. It might be good enough to secure
your non-essential web browsing at a coﬀee shop (e.g. to keep

A lot of people avoid using VPN providers based out of the
United States on the premise that US law would compel those
providers to log all VPN activity. Counterintuitively, there are no
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the shopkeeper’s son from sniﬃng your passwords), but it’s not
up to snuﬀ for serious security. Although L2TP/IPsec is a
significant improvements over PPTP, it lacks the speed and the
open security audits found with OpenVPN.
Long story short, OpenVPN is what you want (and you should
accept no substitutions until something even better comes
along). If you want the long version of the short story, definitely
check out our guide to VPN protocols for a more detailed look.
There’s currently only one scenario where you would entertain
using L2TP/IPsec instead of OpenVPN and that’s for mobile
devices like iOS and Android phones. Currently neither Android
nor iOS supports native OpenVPN (although there is third-party
support for it). Both mobile operating systems do, however,
support L2TP/Ipsec natively and, as such, it’s a useful
alternative.

How Many Concurrent Connections Are Allowed?
You might be thinking: “I only need one connection, don’t I?”
What if you want to set up VPN access on more than one device,
for more than one family member, on your home router, or the
like? You’ll need multiple concurrent connections to the service.
Or, perhaps, if you’re particularly security oriented, you’d like to
configure multiple devices to use multiple diﬀerent exit nodes so
your collective personal or household traﬃc isn’t all bundled
together.

A good VPN provider will oﬀer all of the above options. An
excellent VPN provider will even provide good documentation
and steer you away from using PPTP for the same reasons we
just did. You should also check the pre-shared keys they use for
those protocols, since many VPN providers use insecure and
easy-to-guess keys.)

At minimum, you want a service that allows for at least two
concurrent connections; practically speaking at the more the
better (to account for all your mobile devices and computers) and
with the ability to link your router to the VPN network is
preferable.

How Many Servers Do They Have and Where?
If you’re looking to access US media sources like Netflix and
YouTube without geo-blocking, then a VPN service with the
majority of its nodes in Africa and Asia is of very little use to you.

Do They Throttle Connections, Limit Bandwidth, or
Restrict Services?

Accept nothing less than a diverse stable of servers in multiple
countries. Given how robust and widely used VPN services
have become it isn’t unreasonable to expect hundreds, if not
thousands, of servers across the world.

ISP throttling is one of the reasons many people turn to VPN
networks in the first place, so paying extra for a VPN service on
top of your broadband bill just to get throttled all over again is a
terrible proposition. This is one of those topics some VPNs aren’t
perfectly transparent, about so it helps to do a little digging
on Google.

In addition to checking how many servers they have and where
those servers are located, it’s also wise to check into where the
company is based and if that location aligns with your needs (if
you’re using a VPN to avoid persecution by your government,
then it would be wise to avoid a VPN provider in a country with
close ties to your country).

Bandwidth restrictions might not have been a big deal in the prestreaming era, but now that everyone is streaming videos, music,
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and more, the bandwidth burns up really fast. Avoid VPNs that
impose bandwidth restrictions unless the bandwidth restrictions
are clearly very high and intended only to allow the provider to
police people abusing the service.

Although some VPNs will note that they keep logs for a very
minimum window (such a only a few hours) in order to facilitate
maintenance and ensure their network is running smoothly, there
is very little reason to settle for anything less than zero logging.

In that vein, a paid VPN service restricting you to GBs worth of
data is unreasonable unless you’re only using it for occasional,
basic browsing. A service with fine print that restricts you to X
number of TBs of data is acceptable, but really unlimited
bandwith should be expected.

What Payment Methods Do They Oﬀer?

Finally, read the fine print to see if they restrict any protocols or
services you wish to use the service for. If you want to use the
service for file sharing, read the fine print to ensure your file
sharing service isn’t blocked. Again, while it was typical to see
VPN providers restrict services back in the day (in an eﬀort to cut
down on bandwidth and computing overhead) it’s more common
today to find VPNs with an anything-goes policy.

If you’re purchasing a VPN to avoid political persecution or wish
to remain as anonymous as possible, then you’ll be significantly
more interested in services that allow for payment through
anonymous sources like cryptocurrency or gift cards.

If you’re purchasing a VPN for securing your traﬃc against
snooping Wi-Fi nodes while traveling, or to route your traﬃc
safely back to the US, anonymous payment methods aren’t likely
a very high priority for you.

You heard us right on that last bit: a number of VPN providers
have systems in place where they will accept gift cards from
major retailers (that are totally unrelated to their business) like
Wal-Mart or Target in exchange for VPN credit. You could buy a
gift card to any number of big box stores using cash, redeem it
for VPN credit, and avoid using your personal credit card or
checking information.

What Kind of Logs, If Any, Do They Keep?
Most VPNs won’t keep any logs of user activity. Not only is this
of benefit to their customers (and a great selling point) it’s also of
huge benefit to them (as detailed logging can quickly consume
disk after disk worth of resources). Many of the largest VPN
providers will tell you as much: not only do they have no interest

Do They Have a Kill Switch System?
If you are depending on your VPN to keep your activities even
mildly anonymous, you need some sense of security that the
VPN isn’t just going to go down and dump all your traﬃc out into
the regular internet. What you want is tool known as a “kill switch
system”. Good VPN providers have a kill switch system in place
such that if the VPN connection fails for any reason it
automatically locks down the connection so that the computer
doesn’t default to using the open and unsecured internet
connection.

Our Recommendations
At this point, your head might be understandably spinning at the
thought of all the homework you’ve got ahead of you. We
understand that selecting a VPN service can be a daunting task

in keeping logs, but given the sheer size of their operation they
can’t even begin to set aside the disk space to do so.
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you’ll be hard pressed to find a device you can’t configure to use
their service. There are no bandwidth caps, speed limits, or
restrictions on protocols or services (torrenting, Netflix, you name
it, they don’t care). Additionally, StrongVPN maintains no server
logs.

We’re more than happy to help cut through all the jargon and ad
copy to help get the bottom of things and, to that end, we’ve
selected three VPN service providers that we have direct
personal experience with and that meet our VPN selection
criteria. In addition to meeting our outlined criteria (and
exceeding our expectations for quality of service and ease of
use) all of our recommendations here have been in service for
years and have remained highly rated and recommended
throughout that time.

Although StrongVPN does limit you to two concurrent
connections per account (not installation on two devices, mind
you, two diﬀerent connections at one time), you can configure
your home router to connect to their service, so it’s really more
like you have a connect for at home and a connection for your
device while you’re out and about.

StrongVPN

ExpressVPN

StrongVPN is a great choice, as it meets the needs of both
power users and casual users alike. Prices start at $10 a month
and drop quickly, when you purchase a year of service at a time,
to $5.83 a month. The ease of setup is fantastic–if you’re new to
VPNs and/or don’t have extra time to fuss with manual settings,
you can just download their setup app for Windows, OS X, iOS,
and Android to automate the setup process. If you want a more
granular control or need to manually configure devices like your
router, you can follow one of their many guides for diﬀerent
operating systems and hardware to do it manually.

If you’re looking for a VPN that has it all — easy-to-use client
applications for every single platform, 2000+ servers across 94
diﬀerent countries, blazing fast speeds, and security — you’re
probably going to choose ExpressVPN. They’ve got plans that
start as low as $8.32 per month as of this writing, with a 30 day
money-back guarantee.
ExpressVPN doesn’t log, they don’t block anything, and they
have no bandwidth restrictions or limits. There are servers in
basically any country you can imagine, and they are big enough
to be able to handle a lot of customers.

StrongVPN has exit nodes in 43 cities, 20 countries, and
supports PPTP, L2TP, SSTP, IPSec, and OpenVPN protocols–
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Android, Linux, and they even sell routers pre-loaded with their
VPN configuration.
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two recommendations, however, TunnelBear has a firmer stance
against file sharing activities and BitTorrent is blocked. Their
speeds also aren’t quite as fast as the others, so you might
experience a slower connection with TunnelBear.
From a feature-to-dollar standpoint, TunnelBear’s premium
oﬀering doesn’t beat out our two previous recommendations.
StrongVPN and SurfEasy are better bets if you’re willing to
pay. But, TunnelBear does oﬀer a free tier, doesn’t maintain logs,
and it is extremely easy to get up and running with their deadsimple apps for desktop and mobile users alike.

TunnelBear

Whether you’re you’re sick of your ISP throttling your connection,
you want to secure your browsing sessions while on the road, or
you just want to download whatever the heck you want without
the man on your back, there’s no substitution for a securely
deployed Virtual Private Network. Now that you’re armed with the
knowledge necessary to pick a good VPN (and with three solid
recommendations at that), it’s time to secure your internet traﬃc
once and for all.

If you’re looking for something free, look no further. If StrongVPN
and SurfEasy are like like a solid mid-class sedan, TunnelBear is
more like the econo-car (if you buy a TunnelBear subscription) or
the city bus (if you use their generous free program). That’s not a
knock on TunnelBear, either–they’ve been around for years and
their free service tier has been of great utility to people in need all
over the world.
The free TunnelBear service oﬀers up to 500MB per month.
That’s not a whole lot of data, but it’s enough for occasional light
browsing on public networks. If you need more data than that,
you can upgrade to their professional accounts for $7.99 per
month or $4.16 per month if billed annually.
The free account is limited to a single user, while the premium
account enabled unlimited bandwidth for up to five computers or
mobile devices. TunnelBear doesn’t list the total number of
servers on their site, but they do oﬀer servers in 20 countries.
Their Windows and Mac OS X client is based on OpenVPN and
their mobile VPN system uses L2TP/IPsec. Unlike the previous
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and that means that you will need a tripod.
If your tripod is a bit flimsy, hang a heavy bag from the center
section to keep it from blowing around in the wind. Even the
slightest amount of wind can shake the tripod while exposing
and you may not be able to see a soft blur on the LCD screen.
Err on the side of caution.

Tips For Taking Spectacular Photos At
Night

Use the Self-Timer
Just pressing the shutter button can cause camera shake, even
with a tripod. Use your camera's self-timer function, in
conjunction with the mirror lock-up function (if you have this on
your DSLR), to prevent blurry photos.
A shutter release or remote trigger is another option and a good
investment for any photographer who takes long exposures on a
regular basis. Purchase one that is dedicated to your model of
camera.Tips for Taking Spectacular Photos at Night

Use a Long Exposure
To create great nighttime shots, you need to allow the dim
ambient light to suﬃciently reach the image sensor — so you'll
be shooting longer exposures.
A minimum of 30 seconds is a good place to begin and the
exposure can be extended from there if necessary. At 30
seconds, any moving lit objects in your shot, such as cars, will be
transformed into stylish trails of light.

By Jo Plumridge
Taking dramatic nighttime photographs with your DSLR camera
requires a diﬀerent mindset and special techniques compared to
daytime shooting.

If the exposure is very long, then it may be out of your camera's
range of shutter speeds. Many DSLRs can go as long as 30
seconds, but that may be it. If you need a longer exposure, use
the bulb setting to keep the shutter open as long as the shutter
button is pressed. A shutter release is essential for this step; they
typically include a lock so you do not have to actually hold the
button the entire time (just don't lose it in the dark!).

Turn Oﬀ the Flash for Night Photography
If you leave your camera in Auto mode, it will try to fire the popup flash to compensate for the low light. All this will achieve is an
"over-lit" foreground, with a background that's been plunged into
darkness. Using any of the other camera modes will negate this
problem.

Tip: The camera will take longer to render and process these
long exposures. Be patient and let it process one image before
trying to take the next one. Night photography is a slow process
and, besides, you want to see the capture on the LCD screen so

Use a Tripod
You will need to use long exposures to get great nighttime shots
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you can adjust the next exposure to perfect the shot.

Have Spare Batteries On Hand

Switch to Manual Focus

Long exposures drain camera batteries. Carry spare batteries if
you plan to conduct a lot of nighttime shots.

Even the best cameras and lenses have a diﬃcult time with
autofocus in low light and it is probably going to be best to
switch your lens to manual focus.

Experiment with Shutter and Aperture Priority
Modes

If you even have a hard time finding something to focus on in the
dark, use the distance scale on the lens. Estimate how far away a
subject is in feet or meters, then use a flashlight to see and set
that measurement on the lens.

If you want to help yourself learn as you go along, consider
experimenting with these two modes. AV (or A — aperture
priority mode) allows you to choose the aperture, and TV (or S —
shutter priority mode) lets you to choose the shutter speed. The
camera will sort out the rest.

If the only subject is very far away, set the lens to infinity and
stop down as far as the lens will go (a minimum of f/16) and
everything should fall into focus. You can always check on your
LCD screen and adjust the next shot accordingly.

Priority-mode shooting is a great way to learn how the camera
exposes images, and it will help you to achieve the correct
exposure.

Increase the Depth of Field
A large depth of field is best for nighttime shots, particularly
when you're photographing buildings and lit structures. A
minimum of f/11 should be used though f/16 and up are even
better — although less light enters the lens, so adjust your
shutter speed accordingly.

Brad Puet posted the following article to lifewire.com on
November 06, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7u6jjuz. © About, Inc. He is a
professional photographer with a background in documentary
and street photography and Co-founder of Grryo, an international
social photography collective. He has contributed to a many
publications,

For every f/stop move you make, your exposure will double. If
you shot at f/11 for 30 seconds, then you will need to expose for
a full minute when shooting at f/16. If you want to go to f/22, then
your exposure would be 2 minutes. Use the timer on your phone
if your camera does not reach these times.

Tips For Mobile Photography
Snap amazing pictures on the go

Watch Your ISO

By Brad Puet

If you have adjusted your shutter speed and aperture, and still do
not have enough light in your photograph, you could consider
upping your ISO setting to help you to shoot in lower light
conditions.

Want to learn how to take great pictures on your phone? You'll
be a pro in no time following these 10 tips. We can also take you
on a journey through mobile photography; to your left is a series
of articles that can help you in a variety of photographic
situations. Regardless of how your photographic journey unfolds,
take plenty of time to enjoy the view.

Remember, though, that a higher ISO will also add noise to your
image. Noise makes its biggest appearance in the shadows and
night photography is filled with shadows. Use the lowest ISO you
can get away with!

It's All About the Light
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Do not ever use the zoom on your smart phone.
I think this is the first step towards taking a bad smartphone
picture. If you want to zoom in on something, use your legs and
move!
There is technical mumbo jumbo but all you need to know is that
the zoom on mobile devices is never good.

Shake Hands, Not Your Phone

It's true. It's all about the light.
That's what will help make a good image a great image. Check
out the shadows that the sun makes on subjects. Notice the
reflective light oﬀ buildings. Practice during the 'golden hour,' the
period of time shortly after sunrise or just prior to sunset. Watch
how the light from a window falls inside a room at diﬀerent
moments.

Camera shake when taking pictures is very overlooked even on
the large cameras. The key to fixing this is to practice how you
hold your phone.

The smart phone is not the greatest in low light situations. It's
best to capitalize on lighting conditions your device functions
under best.

Hold it horizontal at all times instead of vertical. This gives you a
wider frame.

Zoom With Your Feet

Try burst mode when snapping pictures of moving objects.
Know what you will use for your shutter (either the button
assigned, a software shutter button, a tripod and timer, or the
volume on your headphones). The idea is to get you to a place
where you take clear images with no camera shake. You'll be
happy with the result.

It's All About the Angles, Man (And Woman)
Change your perspective on things. I recently had a student
whose friend told her that changing angles on a shot is not the
best practice for getting a great shot.
I beg to diﬀer. I think changing your angles and your perspective
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details to make a subject look acne-free, sharpen specific
aspects of an image or let you add interesting text or other
eﬀects over the photo.
Find your favorite, learn to use it well, and you can take your
already awesome image onto the next level.

A Clean Glass Is a Happy Glass
It's a simple rule of thumb. Clean the glass on your lens. Much
like when you have a dirty windshield, cleaning it can give you
sharper view and improve results.
A shot with a clean lens is always going to be better than a shot
with your greasy thumb print.

not only gets you a better shot, it also shows how you see the
subject.

Quality AND Quantity

So get down on the ground, climb up on a high vantage point,
move to the side and change your point of view. Try as many
diﬀerent angles on your subject as possible.

Apps-tanding!

Don't be afraid to take another shot. Snap away at anything and
everything that suits your fancy.
The important thing here is that the more photos you shoot, the
more comfortable you will get and the more you will determine
the direction you'd like to take your mobile photography.

Mobile photography is awesome because of the thousands of
apps that are dedicated to the camera on smart phones.
These apps are incredibly helpful in editing your work. While you
can't correct problems like bad lighting, you can improve other

The only thing holding you back is how much storage is on your
phone and how long your battery can last.
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Mirror, Mirror... Who's the Fairest?

Here's one of my favorite tips: Mirrors, glasses, puddles and
bodies of water, smooth and shiny surfaces all make for
awesome reflections.
Push yourself to look for reflective surfaces and place your
subjects at angles or in direct comparison to the reflection. Even
simple shades of light can make amazing reflections.
It's just fun, try it out.

Have Fun
This is the last and really the only rule that you should stick to. If
you don't listen to anything I've given you here, "Have Fun" is the
one rule that you have to promise me you will use when getting
into mobile photography.
Join in photowalks held by other photographers and
communities in your area. It's always fun when you do it with
others who are learning and enjoying the art.
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space on your desk. $43* from Amazon

The Best USB 3.0 Hubs

Also great
If you need more USB 3.0 data ports than our main pick’s seven,
you can upgrade to the 10-port Anker AH231. Designed with
nine USB 3.0 data ports and a single 2.1-amp charging port, it’s
otherwise just a color change away from being identical to our
main recommendation. However, the AH231 costs about $10
more than our top pick at this writing, so you should make sure
you really need those extra data ports.

By Nick Guy
After 120 hours of doing research, consulting with electrical
engineers, and testing hubs, we determined that the Anker 10Port USB 3.0 Hub is the best USB hub for most people. It’s
compact and reliable, and it has well-placed ports aplenty. In our
tests, it rose above the competition mainly because of its
usability and design: Compared with most of the hubs we tested,
it’s smaller and equipped with more ports, and those ports are
easy to get to. It also has three high-speed charging ports,
something our readers told us they wanted.

Also great
We’ve yet to find the perfect four-port hub, but the Anker Ultra
Slim 4-Port USB 3.0 Data Hub is the best we’ve tested. It’s small,
portable, and capable of working with a power adapter add-on
that you’ll need to run drives without a built-in power source. It
can handle four low-power devices at a time, but we don’t
recommend it if you need to connect more than one hard drive.
$10 from Amazon

Our pick
The Anker 10-Port USB 3.0 Hub has seven upward-facing USB
3.0 data ports, with a helpful LED indicator for each; it also has
three 2.4-amp power ports for charging power-hungry devices
like iPads. As a bonus, it’s aesthetically inoﬀensive—it doesn’t
look like a greatest hit of ugly ’90s technology, unlike some of the
other hubs we tested. Much of the competition has side-facing
ports that are too close together to allow for simultaneous use, or
make USB plugs and devices stick out from the sides, taking up

The research
Who this is for
A USB 3.0 hub is for anyone who has a computer with at least
one USB 3.0 port and either wants more ports or wants those
ports in a more-accessible place. Many laptops have only one or
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second on a USB 3.0 connection, but on USB 2.0 it maxes out at
just 40 MB/s—if you think you’ll ever want to plug USB 3.0–
capable external hard drives or flash drives into a hub for data
transfer, you’ll want the extra speed that a USB 3.0 hub provides.

This guide currently focuses on traditional, rectangular USB-A
connectors. But USB-C ports are becoming more common on
computers, phones, and other devices. While the new standard
has yet to supplant the legacy USB-A port that all of these hubs
use, new USB-A hubs seem to have stopped coming, and older
models are getting discontinued without replacements. If you’re
looking for accessories for your USB-C device, check out our full
guide to USB-C accessories.

Dedicated power is a must-have for most hubs—but not for all of
them. (More on the kind that don’t require it in a moment.) To
explain why, we first need to talk about how power flows through
USB hubs. According to the oﬃcial USB 3.0 spec, each USB 3.0
port must provide 900 milliamps of current at 5 volts, or 4.5
watts. If you have a four-port USB 3.0 hub powered solely by
your computer’s USB 3.0 port (in other words, without a
dedicated power cord or adapter), that means you theoretically
have four devices running on the amount of power usually
provided to one. This arrangement can lead to devices losing
power and disconnecting improperly from the computer, which
can cause drive corruption and data loss.

If your computer doesn’t have enough USB 3.0 ports, or if you
want a more-convenient place to plug in your USB 3.0 hard drive
or flash drive, you should consider a USB 3.0 hub. If you have a
computer with USB 3.0 ports but a slow USB 2.0 hub, you
should consider upgrading, as you’ll see significantly faster
transfer speeds across all your devices with a new hub. If you
need a dedicated charging port for your smartphone or iPad—
and you’d rather not use a dedicated USB wall charger—or if
you’re experiencing dropped connections or other undesirable
behaviors with connected devices, you should upgrade to one of
our picks.

However, it’s important to recognize that this theoretical setup
has a lot of flexibility. The 900-milliamp-current requirement for
USB 3.0 ports is a minimum rather than a fixed level, and
manufacturers often provide more power to their hubs’ ports. The
power consumption of devices also varies wildly based on the
kind of device and what you’re doing with it at a given moment.
For example, in its user manual for our top-pick hub, Anker
provides the following estimates of power consumption by
device: A mouse consumes about 100 milliamps, a keyboard
uses a maximum of 500 milliamps, and a portable USB 3.0 hard
drive consumes a maximum of 900 milliamps.

What makes a great USB hub
We surveyed more than 700 readers and added the results of our
own research to come up with the criteria for choosing the best
USB hubs. A great USB hub must have USB 3.0 ports and
should have dedicated power. It needs to be reliable, practically
designed, compact, and (for portable hubs) light. LED indicators
for each port and a decent warranty are also useful.

Those are very generous estimates, intended to encourage
caution so that you don’t accidentally overload your hub. Devices
generally draw the most power when you first plug them into the
hub and while transferring data, but very few draw the theoretical
maximum, especially for extended periods. Still, using a
dedicated power cord or adapter is a smart idea if you don’t
want to risk accidentally corrupting everything on your hard
drive; and for a USB hub with more than four ports, a dedicated
power cord or adapter is an absolute must. (It’s not entirely

USB 3.0 hubs tend to be more expensive than USB 2.0 hubs,
and the 3.0 standard has interference issues with 2.4 GHz
wireless devices. Still, we chose to focus on USB 3.0 hubs,
because the USB 2.0 standard is ancient—it was introduced
back in April 2000, while USB 3.0 debuted in November 2008—
and many times slower than 3.0. For example, our favorite
desktop hard drive transfers files at about 150 megabytes per
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necessary for a travel-friendly four-port USB hub, but an
unpowered setup requires caution to avoid having devices trying
to draw more power than your laptop’s USB 3.0 port can give.
We cover this topic in more detail below.)
Beyond minimum power, we know from our research on USB
chargers that people prefer ports that can charge their phones
and tablets more quickly; an informal Twitter survey of readers
confirmed this. So we looked for hubs with high-speed charging
ports, a feature that requires external AC power, and with the
exception of portable hubs, we ended up focusing on powered
models.
With those power requirements in mind, we eliminated any USB
hubs without enough juice to fully power all their ports. For
example, our top pick has seven USB 3.0 ports and three 2.4amp charging ports. According to the USB 3.0 spec, that means
this hub could need as much as 47 watts to power all its ports at
their theoretical maximums—and because it includes a 12-volt,
5-amp (60-watt) power supply, it gets enough power for all its
ports at their theoretical maximums. Many hubs without
adequate power aren’t significantly smaller, lighter, or less
expensive to make up for that, so we ruled those models out.

Vertically stacked ports (front) make it easier to connect larger
plugs and thumb drives than horizontally arranged ports (back).
A great USB hub also has to be designed with usability in mind.
We found that an LED indicator for each port on the hub made
troubleshooting much simpler when things didn’t work as
intended, because we were able to tell which port was having
issues.
In our reader survey, 51 percent of respondents told us they
wanted a USB hub with five to seven ports, while 29 percent
favored four or fewer ports. The remaining 20 percent said they
wanted eight or more ports. Based on that feedback, we looked
for picks with four, seven, and 10 ports. Nearly a third of
respondents said they were interested in a travel USB hub, and
72 percent of them told us they wanted a travel hub without a
dedicated power cord. So for the four-port category, we tried to
find a USB hub that could work without a power cord but came
with one; that way, the power cord would be available when you
needed extra power but wouldn’t be a mandatory nuisance.

The ports should be spaced far enough apart that you can
connect bulky thumb drives and card readers next to one
another. In our tests, we found that vertically stacked ports were
generally preferable to horizontally aligned ones. A hub should
also be small and light, especially if you’ll use it for traveling, and
it shouldn’t make the devices you plug in take up too much room
on your desk: Hubs with ports on top (as opposed to around the
edges) are better because the plugs you connect will stand
vertically instead of fanning out around the hub and taking up
even more space. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, of course,
but it’s also nice if a USB hub doesn’t look like it fell out of the
’90s. And a decent warranty is useful in case you wind up with a
faulty hub.

How we picked and tested
After working out the finer points of what makes a great USB
hub, we combed the websites of prominent USB-hub sellers
Anker, HooToo, Plugable, Sabrent, and others, and we looked at
some of the top-rated and best-selling hubs on Amazon. For the
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initial version of this guide, after eliminating hubs that didn’t fit
our criteria, we tested three hubs for the seven-port category,
four hubs for the upgrade category, and eight hubs for our four-
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entailed using our wireless mouse recommendations, charging a
phone, and having a number of other USB devices plugged in.
We monitored transfer speeds as well as surface temperatures
(using a Fluke IR thermometer) during heavy file transfers. We
also checked the power flow of the dedicated charging ports
with an iPad Air 2, an iPhone 6s Plus, and a Samsung Galaxy S5
using a USB power meter.
We paid close attention to design choices such as the port
spacing and location, the sturdiness of the hub and all its
connections, and how noticeable dust and fingerprints were
(aesthetic concerns, but concerns nonetheless). We also
checked for nonfunctioning ports, connections, LEDs, power
buttons, and the like.

The USB hub for most people
The hubs we tested for our 2016 update.
port travel pick. For our 2016 update, we tested two new fourport hubs, two additional seven-port hubs, and two more 10-port
hubs. In 2017, we’ve tested only one new model, while
eliminating models that have been discontinued as
manufacturers turn their attention to USB-C.
We consulted with a few electrical experts and engineers—most
notably Richard Baguley (owner/blogger of What Does This
Button Do?) and Dan Siefert (founder of One on One Technical
Products)—about how USB hubs work, how power flows through
them, and what problems they commonly have. Then we worked
with our experts to devise a testing plan that would both tax the
hubs and use them the way normal people would.

The Anker 10-Port USB 3.0 Hub is the best hub for most people
because it has a great, usable design that most competitors lack.
It sports seven USB 3.0 data ports plus three charging ports,
each capable of supplying 2.4 amps, and all 10 ports face
upward to reduce desk clutter—you won’t have a bunch of USB
plugs sticking out in every direction. This Anker hub is reliable for
simultaneous USB 3.0 file transfers and device charging. It’s also
sturdy, designed with an LED indicator for each data port,

We tested all 21 hubs in a variety of real-life situations, using The
Wirecutter’s picks for desktop hard drive, portable hard drive,
and flash drive, as well as a USB 3.0 card reader and a handful of
16 GB and 32 GB versions of our recommended USB 3.0 flash
drive, to run simultaneous file transfers while charging a phone.
We also used each of the finalists for a full day of work, which
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equipped with lengthy AC and USB cords for easy setup, and
covered by an 18-month warranty.
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at the top. The LEDs are just bright enough to see in a well-lit
room but aren’t distracting in the dark if you sleep in the same
room as your computer.

This Anker hub’s compact design and convenient port layout are
its strongest assets. It measures just 5.7 inches long, 1.7 inches
wide, and 0.9 inches tall, and it weighs 3.7 ounces. Its eﬃciently
stacked ports let you connect bulkier USB plugs and devices; in
our testing, bulkier items couldn’t fit next to one another on
competing hubs with horizontally arranged ports. And because
the ports are located on top of this Anker hub—rather than
arranged around the sides, as on most of the hubs we tested—
plugs and devices stick up instead of fanning out and taking up
valuable desk space.

This Anker hub is sturdy and doesn’t creak or bend under
moderate pressure, and because it comes with a 3-foot USB
cord and a 9-foot power cord, you can easily put the hub where
you want it. Anker also provides an 18-month warranty, a
coverage length that we found to be standard across most of the
hubs we tested.
Some hubs, including the HooToo model that used to be our top
pick, appear to have problems with particular operating systems.
We tested this Anker hub with both a Mac running OS X 10.12
Sierra and a PC running Windows 10, and we had no
compatibility issues with either.

We connected seven of our favorite flash drives to the hub and
transferred data to them while also charging an iPad Air 2 on one
of the hub’s charging ports. It was just as speedy as the best of
the other, worse-designed hubs we tested.

Few publications review USB hubs, but currently this Anker hub
has a 4.5-star rating (out of five) on Amazon across 1,259
customer reviews.

Although Anker advertises the three charging ports as providing
2.1 amps of current each, we measured them at 2.4 amps each.
(Anker told us that when all the ports are in use, individual ports
“might not reach the max 2.4A value,” so the company
underpromises on performance.) This means that the hub can
charge even power-hungry tablets, as well as smartphones and
other devices, at fast rates. (There’s no harm in plugging your
phone into a 2.4-amp charging port—the phone will draw only as
much current as it needs.) This Anker hub also kept all our
devices connected and charging—we didn’t experience any
unexplained disconnections during any of our tests. (The
charging ports work even if the hub is connected only to its AC
adapter and not to a computer.)

Flaws but not dealbreakers
The Anker 10-Port USB 3.0 Hub costs $40 at the time of this
writing, a possible strike against it considering that only 38
percent of our survey respondents said they were willing to pay
over $30 for a USB hub. However, most of the surveyed readers
told us they wanted a hub with five to seven ports total, and the
majority of the hubs we considered in that category cost
between $30 and $38—in other words, a price of $30 or less for
a hub with seven data ports isn’t realistic. If you’re looking to
spend less, check out our four-port recommendation instead.
Despite being the best-designed hub we tested that has at least
seven data ports, this Anker hub still has a couple of annoying
quirks. The top plate is made from a glossy-black plastic that
shows every fingerprint, smudge, and speck of dust. It’s easy to
clean but just as easy to get dirty again the next time you plug in
or unplug a device. (At least this model doesn’t have that glossy
plastic on all sides like some of the other hubs we tested.) The
upward-facing ports are great for making plugs and devices take

We originally didn’t think LED indicators were crucial features.
Over the course of testing these hubs, however, we learned that
a light indicating that the hub is turned on, along with individual
port-activity lights, makes troubleshooting much easier by
helping you figure out when something in the setup isn’t
connected properly. Each of this model’s data ports has an
adjacent numbered LED light, and the hub has a red power light
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up less room on your desk, but the port orientation means that
the ports are susceptible to dust collecting inside. That said,
they’re easy to clean out with a bit of compressed air.
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sure you really need that many data ports before springing for the
AH231. If you do require that many connections, we couldn’t find
another hub with more than seven data ports that came close to
the AH231 in design and performance—the other ones we tested
all had dealbreaking flaws. $50 from Amazon

Like most USB hubs, this Anker model comes with a chunky
power supply. It’s a necessary evil, and the Anker’s is the same
size as, or smaller than, the power bricks for the other sevenand 10-port hubs we tested, so it’s not a dealbreaker. This Anker
hub also doesn’t have a power button, but only five of the hubs
(and none of the seven-port options) we tested did, and we don’t
think most people have a real need to turn oﬀ a USB hub (if you
need to, you can just unplug the power cord).

One of our editors has been using the AH231 since September
2014, and it has been working great, providing plenty of power
for any USB device hooked up to it and allowing reliable data
transfers. The charging port has also worked flawlessly.

The most portable four-port option

A pick for more data ports (nine of them!)

We couldn’t find a four-port hub we were in love with, but if you
need something small and portable, the Anker Ultra Slim 4-Port
USB 3.0 Data Hub is your best bet. At just 4¼ inches by 1 inch
by ¼ inch, it’s the smallest hub we tested. It’s available on its
own or with a power adapter, which you’ll need if you plan on
plugging in any bus-powered drives (those that draw power via
USB instead of an internal source). $10 from Amazon

If you need more than the seven data ports of our main pick (who
are you?!), the Anker AH231 is exactly the same size and shape
as our main pick but designed with a diﬀerent mix of
connections: nine USB 3.0 data ports and one 2.1-amp charging
port. (Unlike the 2.1 A ports on our top pick, which according to
our measurements actually put out 2.4 A, this port maxed out at
2.1 A in our tests.) The AH231 also has glossy white plastic
around the sides and a diﬀerent LED color than our pick, but the
two models weigh the same and come with the same power
brick and cables, and they worked similarly in all of our tests.

We don’t like how this Anker model’s four data ports are
arranged in a horizontal line along one edge, closely spaced,
such that fat plugs or thumb drives partially block adjacent ports.
In addition, our data transfers failed when we attempted to use
two portable hard drives at a time, even with the hub’s optional
power adapter connected.

The AH231 typically costs more than our top pick, and it has just
two extra data ports—and two fewer charging ports—so make
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We don’t recommend this hub for people who want to use theirs
for multiple hard drives or other high-powered devices at the
same time. But if you mostly use low-power-draw devices such
as flash drives, mice, and keyboards, and you need something
portable, it’s a handy alternative to our top pick.
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The competition
The AmazonBasics four-port model ships with a power adapter,
but it provides less power than our requirement.
The Unitek Aluminum 4-Port USB 3.0 Hub with Smart Charging
Port is appealing on paper, but in our real-world use it turned out
to be rather disappointing. It has only three data ports, with the
fourth port reserved for charging. Though the company claims
charging at 2 amps, we measured only 1 amp of charging output.
The power adapter’s connector also fit far too loosely into the
hub, suggesting poor manufacturing and leaving us
uncomfortable with how this model might hold up over the long
term.

Devices that don’t work with USB hubs
Some devices must be plugged directly into the host computer’s
USB port—they don’t work at all when you plug them into a USB
hub. For example, the Apple SuperDrive works only when you
plug it directly into a USB port on an Apple laptop.
It’s impossible to account for every setup, scenario, and device,
so our advice is to do a bit of research before you buy: A quick
Google search will usually turn up common issues with the
devices you’ll be plugging into your hub. We also recommend
testing, right when you get a new hub, compatibility with your
existing USB devices so that you can return the hub if it has a
problem.

Our previous top pick, HooToo’s HT-UH010, is still solid, but it’s
not quite as appealing as the Anker hub that took its spot.
Aesthetically, the HT-UH010 is almost identical to the Anker: It
has the same body and a similar port array, including the same
number of data ports. It also has charging ports, but only two
instead of the three of our top pick. HooToo labels these
charging ports as 1-amp and 2.1-amp, yet in our testing both
supported 2.4-amp charging; on the other hand, when copying
data to seven flash drives at once, we saw the transfer rate of
some of the drives drop. In our long-term testing, we noticed that
a bit of the soft-touch coating started flaking oﬀ the bottom
surface, but that isn’t a major concern because it doesn’t impact
the usability or look of the hub when it’s sitting on a desk. Again,
the HT-UH010 is a good hub, but it’s not as good as our top pick.

A note on wireless devices and USB 3.0
USB 3.0 ports and devices have been shown to emit radiofrequency (RF) noise that can interfere with devices using the 2.4
GHz wireless band; such devices include wireless mice and
keyboards that use an RF dongle for wireless communication.
The RF noise can come from anywhere along the USB 3.0
connection. For example, if you have a USB 3.0 hard drive
plugged into a USB 3.0 port, the interference can come from the
port on your hub, the USB cord, or even the drive’s USB port.
This noise isn’t always an issue, but if your wireless mouse or
keyboard constantly drops its connection, or if you lose clicks or
keystrokes, you should try connecting the mouse or keyboard to
a USB 2.0 port and keeping RF dongles and devices away from
active USB 3.0 connections. If your computer doesn’t have any
USB 2.0 ports, you can use a USB 2.0 extension cable to move
the RF dongle farther from the source of the interference.

Satechi’s 10-Port Premium Aluminum USB 3.0 Hub is physically
larger than any other hub we tested. Rather than the clean, sideby-side power- and data-cable ports of our top picks, it has a
port on each vertical end of its horizontal layout, making for more
cable clutter.
The Sabrent High Speed 10 Port USB 3.0 Hub is larger and uglier
than our 10-port pick, and it was problematic in our testing. The
first time we plugged it in, the first power-indicator light took
about 30 seconds to turn on. We also encountered random
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disconnects, heard an annoying coil whine, and saw speeds slow
down during multiple-device transfers. This model doesn’t have
an overall power-indicator light, and during testing this hub got
warmer than others.
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Sabrent’s 4 amps. It also has a glossy surface that shows grimy
fingerprints and scratches easily.

Sources

The AmazonBasics 7 Port USB 3.0 Hub doesn’t have LED
indicators, and the ports are too close together—we couldn’t
connect a card reader and a SanDisk Extreme USB 3.0 flash
drive next to each other. The hub’s charging ports provide extra
charging current only when the computer you’ve attached it to is
asleep or oﬀ, or when you physically disconnect the hub from the
computer. That’s fine if you need all seven ports to connect
devices to your computer, but not fine if you want to charge your
smartphone or iPad at full speed while other devices remain
connected. The AmazonBasics 10 Port USB 3.0 Hub has all the
same problems.
At the request of a reader, we tested the (now-discontinued)
Anker AH240 seven-port USB 3.0 hub, which included a BC 1.2
charging port. We didn’t like this hub as much as we liked our
top-pick Anker, because the AH240 lacked 2.1-amp charging
ports and its sideways ports took up a lot of desk space. Also,
the AH240 measured 7 inches wide, but more than 8 inches
deep with our recommended flash drive and other devices
plugged in. (And that’s a lenient measurement that required
aggressively bending the power and USB cables that protruded
from the back of the hub, which, obviously, you shouldn’t do.)
This model’s seven BC 1.2 ports oﬀered up to 1.5 amps while
simultaneously working as data ports, but because recent
iPhones can charge at 2.1 amps and iPads can do so at 2.4
amps, we concluded that our top-pick Anker’s dedicated
charging ports were more useful for most people.

1.

Dan Siefert, founder, One on One Technical Products,
interview

2.

USB 3.0* Radio Frequency Interference on 2.4 GHz
Devices, Intel

3.

USB 3.0 Promoter Group Announces USB Type-C
Connector Ready for Production (PDF), USB.org, August
12, 2014

4.

Richard Baguley, owner, What Does This Button Do?,
interview.

Stanley Goodner posted the following article to lifewire.com on
November 15, 2018. tinyurl.com/ya3sfn8a. © About.Inc. He has
spent over a decade writing tech-oriented articles and product
reviews. He earned a B.S. in Electronics Engineering Technology
from Excelsior College.

Walk Away Pounds With Android, iPhone
Step Counters

Not need for a separate fitness wearable. Your phone can track
your steps

In our tests, Plugable’s 10-port hub felt flimsy, bending and
creaking under minimal pressure. It doesn’t have individual LED
indicators, its glossy surface attracts dust and shows
fingerprints, and many of the ports seem wobbly and cheap.
The four-port Anker 68UPHUB-B04U is larger than our four-port
pick, and its power cord supplies only 2 amps, in contrast to the
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Step Tracking on iOS

Personal well-being is important, which is a reason why the best
fitness trackers remain popular with physically active people.
However, one doesn’t necessarily need a fitness tracker in order
to measure overall mobility and health. In fact, most Android and
iOS smartphones come equipped with the proper sensors and
pre-installed app(s) that allow you to count steps, calculate total
distance walked, estimate calories burned, set daily/weekly
goals, and more.

You Don’t Need a Separate Fitness Device
If you peruse the list of specifications for your smartphone, you
should notice that it features an accelerometer and a 3-axis
gyroscope. The accelerometer senses directional movement, and
the gyroscope senses orientation and rotation. That’s pretty
much the only hardware required for tracking steps/movement –
the vast majority of fitness trackers use those same two types of
sensors. Newer smartphones also feature a barometer, which
evaluates altitude (helps to track that you went up/down a flight
of stairs or cycled up/down a hill).

Apple Health comes pre-installed in most iOS devices.
iOS users should expect to find the Apple Health app preinstalled on their iPhone. As with the aforementioned apps found
on Android devices, Apple Health lets users monitor activities,
set goals, and food/water intake. To get started with Apple
Health, scroll through your device’s home screen and then tap
on the icon to launch the app.

Most fitness trackers also have a companion app that
aggregates recorded info and displays all the stats; this app
needs to be installed on your mobile device. So if you will be
using your smartphone either way and if your smartphone
already has suitable technology and software to count steps,
then why hassle with a separate tracking device at all?

As with other fitness/health apps, Apple Health will prompt you
to input personal details. Your height helps the software more
accurately calculate distance traveled by steps/activity. Your
weight, age, and gender help to calculate the total calories
burned based on the recorded distance/activity.
You will also be prompted to edit your personal profile (e.g. body
measurements), select/display health statistics important to you,
and add additional categories that you want the app to track.
The Apple Health app acts like a hub, so it will recommend
downloading diﬀerent apps based on the activities you wish to
the (e.g. running apps for those who want to run, cycling apps for
those who ride bicycles, etc). All your progress over time can be
viewed through charts/graphs.

In many instances, a smartphone can be as accurate as fitness
bands and pedometers. And if you’re attached to the idea of
wearables, merely purchase a fitness armband or hip holster/
case for your smartphone.

Step Tracking on Android

Editor deleted this section. If
you have an Android phone, please go the original article.

The Apple Health app goes above and beyond other fitness/
health apps in some aspects. You can manually enter health
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data, import and view health records, sync with a variety of
connected devices (e.g. sleep monitors, wireless body scales,
fitness trackers, etc), and more. Apple Health can seem a little
intimidating at first, given the depth of settings and features. So
it’s recommended to spend some time familiarizing with the
layout and configuring the dashboard. Once you’re ready, test it
out by taking a short walk!
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app to another will be topical (e.g.pull-ups visual layout of data,
interface, options, etc).
Just keep in mind that tracked results tend to vary from one app
to another. While raw sensor data may be the same, algorithms
can use diﬀerent computing methods when determining
statistics/results. Here are some alternative apps to try:
Pacer Pedometer Plus Weight Loss and BMI Tracker: Pacer
works entirely from your smartphone without any extra setup or
login steps required. Not only does it track activity, steps,
distance, and calories, but you can also input your weight and
BMI. Set and maintain goals to stay fit and shed excess pounds.

Apple Health is popular with people who want to:
Input/track health data (e.g. cholesterol, blood glucose,
nutritional information, body fat percentage)
Analyze sleeping patterns
Import and view personal records from healthcare
providers
Sync data with compatible third-party apps and fitness
wearables

Activity Tracker Step Counter & Pedometer If you want core
features without unnecessary frills, this app is for you. Activity
Tracker, by Bits&Coﬀee, tracks all your daily activity and displays
the results in colorful, easy to read graphs. The app promises low
battery usage so your iPhone can last all day.

Step Tracking Apps for iOS

Argus Calorie Counter, Diet, Activity Step Tracker:Those who
want to dive in deep and quantify all aspects of health can do so
with this app by Azumio Inc. Argus tracks a variety of activities,
but it also lets users count calories with its built-in food
database. Combined with personalized weight loss plans and
workouts, look forward to a fitter, healthier you.

Limitations of Smartphones as Fitness Trackers

Pacer helps iOS users stay active, lose weight, and achieve daily
goals. Pacer Health, Inc
If Apple Health seems a bit much for your tastes, there are plenty
of simpler alternatives out there. Most of the diﬀerences from one
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Useful as your smartphone can be, there are times when it may
not meet needs like a dedicated step counter or fitness tracker
would. For instance, if you happen to leave your smartphone at
your work desk, it wouldn’t know that you walked down the hall
and up a flight of stairs and back to use the restroom. A step
counter would have recorded all that from the wrist or hip
because you'd literally be wearing it all day.
There are some situations where it’s better or more convenient to
use a fitness tracker over a smartphone:
Watersports
Checking progress in the middle of an activity (e.g.
bicycling)
Continuous heart rate monitoring
Some other are a bit more diﬃcult for smartphones (and
some fitness wearables/trackers) to accurately quantify:
Yoga or pilates
Bodyweight exercises (e.g. pushups, pull-ups, squats,
crunches, etc.)
Resistance training (e.g. weights, kettlebells, bands, gym
equipment)
Any significant amount of physical activity is worthwhile, even if
smartphones or fitness wearables aren’t capable of perfect
accuracy. If you are focused on maintaining personal well-being,
there are many health benefits that come about from walking.
You already own a smartphone, which has everything you need
to get started. And when you’re ready to pick up the pace, you
can always check out the top running apps for Android and
running apps for iOS.
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that we straighten our legs when we walk. Designing a robot with
legs that completely straighten has some disadvantages.
Straightening legs to lock knees is better for supporting weight,
but could cause a knee joint singularity (a point at which a
function takes an infinite value). A bent knee is better for balance
and control, and allows pushing oﬀ from the ground. Stepping
with a cycle that includes a straight knee also causes greater
impact to the robot from the ground surface. It is also diﬃcult for
software to compute varying heights of stepping in real-time.

AI And Humans
Locomotion
By Kathy Garges

There is no shortage of robots that move or walk on four or more
appendages with biologically-inspired designs from natural
insects, arachnids and mammals, from stick insects to cheetahs.
In contrast, there are few bipedal (two-legged) robots, and they
walk awkwardly and ineﬃciently compared to humans.

Only in the past five years have researchers started to develop
robots that walk more like humans. Innovation is slow, like the
speed these robots typically walk, but has developed to the
beginning stage of commercial competition. Two walking robots
that are demonstrating significant development in walking
function are DURUS, from the California Institute of Technology’s
AMBER Labs and SRI International, and ATLAS, from the Florida
Institute for Human & Machine Cognition (IMHC) and Boston
Dynamics.

Human walking is complex and not fully understood. It is diﬃcult
to mimic in mechanical designs. A commonly-used description of
human walking is that we fall forward and then step to catch
ourselves. Try programming that concept into a robot.
Making robots that walk more like humans is important. Human
walking is energy eﬃcient, so by mimicking human walking, a
robot will use less energy and need to recharge its power less
often. Robots that, unlike humans, walk only on legs bent at the
knee are twenty to thirty times less energy eﬃcient than humans.

DURUS is designed with leg springs to store and release energy.
It operates through a general walking program to which
limitations can be added, such as heel-toe, human-like foot use.
(Most bipedal robots walk flat-footed for greater stability.) The
software then adjusts the general program to determine the
walking gait. DURUS is not specialized to robotic hardware; it is
designed to be adaptable to diﬀerent robot designs. DURUS
forms the bottom part of the PROXI robot which is in commercial
development. PROXI carries its own battery and can walk for
eight hours at a time.

Also, we need robots that we interact with to move in predictable
ways that we can relate to without constant adjustments of our
own movements. It is also likely to be simpler to program robots
to make other movements like ours if they walk like we do. A
robot that does nothing but walk is useless except for carrying
cargo. A robot needs to coordinate walking with other useful
movements such as pushing buttons and making other finetuned hand movements, turning doorknobs and opening doors,
and moving aside obstacles and debris. Robotic prosthetics and
exoskeletons to assist human walking also have to be realistic to
natural human movement.

ATLAS operates with real time software adjustments and does
not pre-program the joint motions. The researchers nudged the
software to straighten the legs more, and were surprised to find
that a heel-toe gait naturally emerged from the mechanical
design. The current focus of ATLAS development is to allow the
robot to remain as unconstrained as possible, with a goal of
improving the robot stepping function at diﬀerent, uncertain
heights in rough terrain, or in smooth terrain that has subtle

A big diﬀerence between human walking and typical robot
walking, which accounts for much of our greater eﬃciency, is
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height changes. Humans are very good at walking with uncertain
height changes.

Evan Ackerman, “IHMC Teaches Atlas to Walk Like a Human,”
IEEE Spectrum, December 5, 2018, https://tinyurl.com/y7ggftgo

Robot designers can benefit from experiments that use artificial
intelligence to better understand how humans walk. Researchers
from Harvard University and University College Dublin reported
an experiment that used a robot exoskeleton to interfere with one
foot of a human walking on a treadmill. The experiment interfered
with step height and length. The purpose of the experiment was
to gain insights for designing better exoskeletons to aid humans
who need physical therapy to restore walking function. The study
showed that humans have a preference to compensate for step
length changes, meaning that, in natural human walking, stability
is more important than energy eﬃciency or preserving a walking
pattern.
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Robot walking could also benefit by adding a sense of touch.
Humans use the sense of touch on the bottoms of our feet (a
sense of pressure or evenness) and legs (a sense of angles) to
create feedback from the ground for better walking, although
most of this seems to happen below our level of awareness.
Developer of “sensitive robotics,” Eduardo Torres-Jara, now at
AREVO, built a bipedal robot that walks by measuring changing
magnetic forces on the bottom of its feet.
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Considering the complexity of human walking, it’s amazing that
current-stage robots can walk on two legs at all. The
predominant flat-footed, creepy robot walk, however, is
disturbing and “uncanny,” like the strange facial expressions of
AI avatars. A more human walk would likely make robots seem
friendlier to humans.
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